
Through Their Lens 
A Series of Interviews with Active Grand Photos Volunteers 

Stan Bormann 
Stan served as the first president of Grand Photos. Over the years he has volunteered in many 
Club activities and is currently a monitor.  

When did your interest in photography begin?  I developed an interest in photography when I 
took a photography class in 9th grade and went home and turned my mother’s fruit cellar into 
a darkroom. She worked for Honeywell and had a Pentax camera that I used. I got my own 
Canon AE1 back in the 1970’s and have had a variety of film cameras over the years. But none 
of this really became alive until my first digital camera, a 2002 Christmas present, which was 
when this became a passion.  

How did you arrive at Grand? We had friends that lived in Sun City West and they 
introduced us to West and Grand. These were our standards of comparison for 
other retirement communities, and we searched from Florida to California, 
Nevada, and Arizona.  At some point we were looking in California, jumped in the 
rental car, drove to Grand and purchased.  We closed on our Grand house in 
September 2000.  The first two years we commuted to work in Minnesota, retired 
in 2002 and we are now sunbirds going to Minnesota in the summer.  

What do you most enjoy about Grand Photos? The camaraderie. Grand Photos is 
an enriching community in a Grand community. We have many friends in Grand 

Photos, enjoy the people, the inspiration from the members, as well as sharing photos and learning together. The 
Club is an outlet for creativity with gallery shows, classes, SIG’s, photo shoots and travelogues.  

You have volunteered for a variety of Club positions, how did this come about? I always considered volunteering to 
be a contribution I make. I became the Photo SIG leader of Grand Computers in 2003. In 2005 the SIG qualified to 
become a charter club of which I was the first president.  When we were provided a room a year or so later, we 
needed a lot of activities to fill the time in that room and had to develop a lot of classes and workshops fast.  This 
led to a number of years of teaching or leading a lot of classes and workshops.  Over the years I have been involved 
with a lot of volunteer positions in Grand Photos in administration, education, and competition. For the last ten 
years, my volunteer positions have been mostly with the Photographic Society of America, PSA, with positions as 
their Conference VP or Chair of two of their six divisions, but my home base remains Grand Photos.  

What is it about photography that maintains your interest? Photography 
fills my art and inspirational needs and fits very well with my interest in 
travel.   

What are your favorite things to photograph? My favorite is when I can 
combine travel and photography which is suffering a bit in pandemic times, 
but I continue to travel domestically, mainly with extended trips back and 
forth between our two homes.  I also dabble in wildlife photography, 
particularly birds.  Shirley and I have a place in Minnesota on a lake and June 
is a favorite time to photograph loon families with chicks.   
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